
Guest Speaker: Howard Brown - Brown & Cohen
Worked in the House of Commons-

Student activist-

Works with PEO since 2005-

Knew Pierre Trudeau for 25 years (met him first day of university at Ryerson)-

Goal 1 - How to communicate to senior management

Goal 2 - How to exude professionalism

Communicating with Passion
Why do Engineers need to better communicate?
How do Activists get their message out?
Why does Societyneed well communicating Engineers?

Great communicators:
Pierre Trudeau (15Th prime minister)-

Nelson Mandela (In jail for 30 years! Then became president of South Africa)-

Barack Obama (44th president)-

4 engineers in the House of Commons

www.GLP.PEO.ON.ca  - Weekly updates

Creating a Cabal (committee)
Find Common Goals•
Get to know each other•
Speak the same language•
Prepare a pitch to senior management•
Use the media, organize and event•
Write powerful letters•

10 people making a noise are louder then 10,000 silent
~Napolean Bonaparte

Communicate like a PRO:
Prepare an elevator pitch before you go that includes who you are, what you do, and why you could be a 
valuable contact

•

Arrive early, before the event starts•
Bring business cards with you•
Introduce yourself to the organizers•
Ask the organizers who is expected to attend (allows you to network strategically)•
Ask people if they have a card and give them yours•
Follow up with a note afterwards, you never know when you'llsee them again•

Say you know Howard Brown!

Get your thinking straight. The first rule of plain talk is to think before you say anything and oganize your 
thoughts.

1.

Say what you mean. Say exactly what you mean.2.
Get to the point. Effective communicators don't beat around the bush.3.
Be concise. Don't waste words, speak plainly and briefly, using the shortest, most familiar words.4.
Be real. Each of us has a personality - a blending of traits, thought patterns and mannerisms - which can 
aid us in communicating clearly. For maximum clarity, be natural, and let the real you come through.

5.

Speak in images. The cliche, that a picture is worth a thousand words isn't exactly true, but words that 
help people visualize concepts can be tremendous aids in communicating a message.

6.

Dream big

Have fun

Stay in touch

What you people remember:
55% body language•
38% tone of voice•
7% words•

Be Active!

Be Seen!

Be Heard!

Howard Brown
Brown & Cohen Communications & Public Affairs
321 Brooke Avenue, Toronto, ON M5M 2L4
howard@brown-cohen.com
www.brown-cohen.com
416-844-1180

We are the sweet sixteen - stay in touch
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